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The easy way to customise
your lighting
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Maximum security.
Maximum flexibility.
Simply better
dimming with Theben.
Having the right lighting is an important “feel good factor” of every building – whether it is
a private flat or home, conference or training facilities or even in retail stores, hotels and
restaurants. Whether you want atmospheric and soft or radiant and bright lighting: In contrast to the simple “On” and “Off” function of conventional lights, dimmers provide the perfect amount of light for any situation.
The universal dimmers from the DIMAX range include the right device for any requirement
and any lamp. The various dimmers can be installed in distributors or flush-mounted to suit
all requirements. They can be easily operated either using a button or via the smartphone
app*. And the best thing is that Theben DIMAX universal dimmers are a particularly good
match for LEDs with high inrush currents. This is because all dimmers have been optimised
for reliable operation with LEDs!

The most important benefits of Theben dimmers
•	Wide product range
for installation in a distributor (1 module), for flush-mounted installation, for the LUXORliving smart home system
and KNX house and building automation
•	Optimised for dimmable LEDs
thanks to zero-cross switching and optimised dimming curves for various lamps

•	Convenient control
via buttons, switches or the smartphone app
• P
 ractical convenient features
such as wake-up, snooze and staircase light functions
•	Flexible adjustment
for LEDs, incandescent lamps and compact fluorescent
lamps
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*App control only available for DIMAX 544 plus P and LUXORliving.
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Premium class!
DIMAX
541,
542
&
544
plus
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Flush-mounted universal
dimmers
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DIMAX
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Functions
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Practical memory function
Saves the most recently set light level value
Load detection for R, L and C loads
For controlling ventilation systems
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Optimum for LEDs
Thanks to optimised zero-cross switching
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Compact housing
For convenient installation in the flush-mounted box
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The Theben DIMAX 541, 542
and 544 plus universal dimmers
for flush-mounted installation
have all the performance features of the DIMAX 532/534
devices. What's more, they
boast a whole range of setting
options for various LED dimming responses as well as
convenient programming via
the smartphone app for the
DIMAX 544 plus.

Convenient snooze function
Drift peacefully into a deep sleep
Adjustable dimming response
Perfect for dimming of LEDs

Password protection option
Prevents unauthorised access to your devices
App for Android and iOS
Convenient operation via the app
Individual lighting scenarios
Easy to set up and activate via a smartphone
Adjustable staircase light function
With optimised switch-off pre-warning
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DIMAX
542 plus S

DIMAX
544 plus P

Minimum width. Maximum performance.
The compact housing measuring just
44 x 44 x 20 mm means the new DIMAX dimmers
can be installed quickly behind a switch in the
flush-mounted box.

Stay safe
The switch-off pre-warning of the DIMAX 544
plus P means you won't be left in the dark on the
stairs as the soft dimming warns you before the
light goes out.

Customisable at any time
Hardly any other dimmers feature this many LED
control options. This gives you ultimate control
over the various dimmer responses.

Long range.
Easy to program.
Activate the lighting scenario you want conveniently from your smartphone. The MAXplus
app is available for Android and iOS.
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The high-performance
standard for dimming
DIMAX 532 and 534 plus
universal dimmers
DIMAX 532 and 534 plus are high-performance and flexible universal dimmers that can be
used in private homes, conference or training facilities, hotels, restaurants or retail stores to
name just a few possibilities. While the DIMAX 532 plus already offers all the important
standard functions, the DIMAX 534 plus comes with a whole host of comfort functions,
which give you even more flexibility and make the dimmer even easier to use.

Common functions

Easy installation

The compact 1-module design allows dimmers to be conveniently housed in any
distributor.

Automatic
efficiency
DIMAX 532 and 534 plus feature automatic
load detection of R, L and C loads. A minimum load is not required. The device automatically switches off in the event of overloading or excess temperature. If there is a
power failure, the switch-on brightness is
saved and can be reactivated.
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High
dimming output
DIMAX 532 and 534 plus can easily handle
the high dimming outputs of max. 400 W
LEDs and halogen or incandescent lamps.

As flexible
as you are
Control of DIMAX dimmers is entirely flexible via a button or switch, for example in
combination with a presence detector or
time switch. The permanent ON function
allows you to test the various settings of
the device.

Functions of the DIMAX 534 plus

Comprehensive
configuration
The dimming speed can be
precisely set for automatic
functions. The switch-on brightness can be saved individually
specifically for energy-saving
lamps and LEDs.

Practical and
convenient
The wake-up and snooze function is perfect for children's
bedrooms, for example, and
switches the light on and off
softly as needed. The staircase
light with dimming function
according to DIN 18015-2
(extended function) gives you
plenty of time to switch the
light for the staircase back on
before it goes out.

Just up
a little
bit?
Up to 3 lighting scenarios can
be activated via a separate
input. It is also possible to
activate central ON/OFF for
max. 10 dimming channels or
lighting scenarios for max. 10
devices with a single button. A
multi-voltage input is perfect
for connecting other devices,
such as intercom systems.

A matter of settings
Selecting presets
LED-compatible switching devices from Theben, such as
the universal dimmers DIMAX 534 plus and DIMAX 542
plus S, offer additional setting options for a perfect adaptation to this technology.
For example, a minimum brightness level for LED lamps
with low wattage can be set using potentiometers and rotary switches. Even the type of control, leading or trailing
edge control, can be preselected. This allows virtually all
dimmable LED lamps from renowned manufacturers to be
controlled reliably.
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Smart dimming!
LUXORliving
The smart home system
LUXORliving is the intuitive smart home system from Theben, offering all-round home
comfort and not overwhelming the user with unnecessary functions. LUXORliving controls
everything that matters: Switching lights on and off. Dimming. Controlling the heating and
the blinds. And it is so easy to install that you don't need to use a specialised fitter.
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LUXORplug for start-up

LUXORplay for operation

Easy to set up – the installation interface
for Windows.

Easy to control – the user interface
for smartphones and tablets.

LUXORplug is the simple setup
software from Theben. Windows-based –
quick, secure, simple. No prior knowledge
necessary.

LUXORplay is the app for convenient, safe
and really easy operation of LUXORliving via
a smartphone or tablet (for Android or iOS).

Infinite and flicker-free dimming
Have your lighting as bright or as dimmed as you like and to suit the situation. Whether
that's radiant and bright for working in the kitchen, as an orientation light in the corridor
or as a sleeping aid for your little ones. LUXORliving dimming actuators ensure that the
level of brightness can be infinitely dimmed and that the light remains absolutely flicker-free. LED lamps that never fully go out are also a thing of the past thanks to
LUXORliving.

Flush-mounted dimming actuator
LUXORliving D1

Wireless dimming actuator
LUXORliving D1 RF

Dimming actuators
LUXORliving D2 and D4

The dimming actuator not only stands out
due to its automatic load detection, but also
its even and infinite dimming of LED lamps.

The wireless dimming actuator can be retrofitted easily and securely thanks to its
wireless encryption. It dims LED lamps just
as well as our wired dimmers.

The dimming actuator for distributors is
the perfect solution for dimmable LEDs
and ensures cosy lighting. Individually adjustable scenarios enable flexible lighting
moods.
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At a glance
Dimmers from Theben
Universal dimmer DIMAX
Type of installa- LED switching
tion
load

Memory function

DIN-rail

yes

Staircase light
function

Auto. load detection
for R, L and C loads

Programming by app

yes

-

400 W

yes
Accessory for DIMAX 532 & 534 plus: Diode module for lighting scenarios, 2-button operation

Type

Item no.

DIMAX 532 plus

5320001

DIMAX 534 plus

5340001

Diode module

9070367

DIMAX 541 plus E

5410130

DIMAX 542 plus S

5420130

DIMAX 544 plus P

5440130

Flush-mounting

250 W

yes

yes
yes

yes

Dimmer for LUXORliving smart home system
Type of installa- Channels
tion

LED switching
load
(per channel)

Auto. load detection
for R, L and C loads

Adjustable
Memory
dimming curve function

Parallel switching for
output extension

Flush-mounting

250 W

yes

no

no

1
2

yes

no

yes

Item no.

LUXORliving D1

4800570

LUXORliving D1 RF

4800670

LUXORliving D2

4800470

LUXORliving D4

4800475

Configuration type

Type

Item no.

Flush-mounted actuator

DU 1 KNX

4942570

Flush-mounted actuator

DU 1 RF KNX

4941670

Base module

DMG 2 T KNX

4930270

Extension module

DME 2 T KNX

4930275

FIX1 module

DM 2 T KNX

4940270

FIX2 module

DM 4 T KNX

4940275

FIX1 module

DM 4-2 T KNX

4940280

FIX2 module

DM 8-2 T KNX

4940285

400 W

DIN-rail
4

yes

Type

no

200 W

KNX dimmer for smart building
Type of installation

Channels

LED switching load Adjustable and
(per channel)
loadable dimming
curves

Memory
function

Parallel switching
for output
extension

Flush-mounting

1

250 W

yes

no

yes

2
2
400 W
2
DIN-rail

yes
4
4

yes

yes

200 W
8
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Switching & dimming LEDs
How it works
Perfect for LEDs
Thanks to zero-cross switching, you can keep the high inrush currents of LEDs
firmly under control. Switching takes place in the zero crossing of the alternating
current when the inrush currents are at their lowest, which protects the relay.
As an alternative to zero-cross switching, Theben uses a combination
of two contacts that close one after the other: tungsten pre-contacts.
The leading contact consists of high-resistance and very durable tungsten.
This captures the inrush current and limits it at the same time. As a result, the
low-resistance main contact remains unloaded from the inrush peaks.

In black and white
LED solution brochure

Stay up to date at all times
www.perfect-led-dimming.co.uk

PDF download: www.theben.de/en/led-bro-en
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Theben is a member of:

Theben AG
Hohenbergstraße 32
72401 Haigerloch, Germany
Phone +49 7474 692-0
Fax
+49 7474 692-150
info@theben.de
www.theben.de/en

Service hotline
hotline@theben.de
+49 7474 692-369
Mo–Th 7:00–18:00, Fr 7:00–16:00

9900620 3219 Subject to technical changes and improvements.

Follow Theben online:
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003468

991718

